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WHAT IS
CHATGPT?



ChatGPT is an 
interface to 
communicate with a 
Large Language Model.



The algorithm simply predicts 
what word comes next.

SOURCE: WRITINGS.STEPHENWOLFRAM.COM





SAMPLE 
PROMPTS



“Explain this email 
like I’m 15 years 
old.



“What does this 
piece of code do?”



“What’s a better way to phrase this sentence? 
The meaning I’m trying to convey is: ____”

“Shorten this bio to 200 words.”

"Rewrite this paragraph in the present tense."

EXAMPLES: CONTENT AND COPY



“Reformat this text as columns.”

“What information is contained in this 
spreadsheet?”

“What Excel formula could I use to learn _____ 
from the following spreadsheet?”

“Provide examples of six things I could use a 
pivot table to learn with this data.”

EXAMPLES: DATA



Or . . . upload the 
worksheet using the 
paperclip icon to 
analyze using Python. 



“Please review this outline for my arts 
marketing class and suggest three ideas for 
topics I've missed.”
 
“Write an outline for a 30-minute lecture about 
the role of IP in arts marketing. Include an 
interactive project to conduct during the 
class.”

EXAMPLES: TEACHING



PROMPT 
ENGINEERING



Tell ChatGPT what role it's playing:

 “You are a business event planner.”

 “You are a genius copywriter.”

 “You are a consultant for McKinsey.”



Tell ChatGPT who the audience is:

 “Explain like I’m 15 years old.”

 “You are speaking to an audience of educators."

 “LGBTQ+ travelers who live 50+ miles from NYC.”



Tell ChatGPT what you want it to do:

 “Describe three primary target audiences for this campaign.”

 “Who are the competitors in this space?”

 “What could be the USP for this campaign?”

 “Write a positioning statement.”



Describe the output you want:

 “Answer in bullet points.”

 “Write an outline (or sonnet or lesson plan)."

 “Keep the explanation concise and use simple language  
  suitable for a general audience.”

 “List pros and cons.”



Iterate:

 “How could your third idea be executed with a different    
  partner?”

 “What tactics would bring this idea to life?”

 “What are three pitfalls to this approach?”



CHEATING ON 
PAPERS



How you think it 
happens . . . 



How it actually 
happens . . . 



How it actually 
happens . . . 



Keep iterating!



DATA 
ANALYSIS



"What can I learn 
from the participant 
feedback for our 
Annual Meeting?"



"Can you proceed 
with a general 
analysis?"



"Which sessions 
were the most (or 
least) popular?"



". . . Are you sure 
you're looking at the 
data correctly?"



"Did respondents 
with a longer tenure 
in the tourism 
industry respond to 
any of the questions 
differently than those 
with fewer than 10 
years of experience?"



“Can you share this 
information in a chart?”



"Please summarize 
the verbatim 
feedback for me."



CREATING 
CAMPAIGN 
STRATEGY



“Review this research 
report on esports and 
tourism. Pull out any 
insights that would 
be relevant to the 
tourism board for 
NYC if they were to 
pursue this market.”



“Use this information 
to define two 
possible target 
audiences for esports 
tourism in NYC. 
Include 
demographics, 
psychographics and 
behavior patterns in 
your profiles.”



“Are you familiar with 
Experian's Mosaic 
Marketing Segments? 
Please define which 
segments would 
apply to the Gaming 
Enthusiast Families 
audience.”



“Use these segments to 
create a profile of the 
travel preferences of this 
audience, including their 
propensity for taking a city 
vacation, their preferred 
modes of travel, how far 
they typically travel for a 
vacation, and any brand 
affinities they might have 
when traveling.”



“For this target 
audience, who are the 
top competing 
destinations for 
esports?”



“What do these 
destinations offer 
that NYC does not?”



“Write a SWOT 
analysis for NYC in 
the esports space 
regarding the Gaming 
Enthusiast Family 
audience.”



“What objections 
might this audience 
have regarding NYC 
as a destination for 
esports?”



“List three ways NYC 
could overcome the 
objection regarding 
the complexity of 
transportation.”



“List ten ways the 
DMO for NYC and 
Fortnite could partner 
to make NYC an 
esports destination. 
Prioritize uncommon 
examples.”



WATCH-OUTS



Hallucinations

Data Privacy

Bias

Copyright

Sustainability







WHAT'S NEXT 
FOR AI?



AI Agents



AI Agents

Robotics



AI Agents

Robotics

Personal AI



AI Agents

Robotics

Personal AI

Artificial General 
Intelligence



AI Agents

Robotics

Personal AI

Artificial General 
Intelligence

The “Enshittification” 
of Search



AI GAMEPLAN



FOR COMPANIES

Create an AI 
Council.

Review tasks and 
processes by 
department.

Adopt company 
guidelines for using 

ChatGPT and 
similar tools.

Reward 
experimentation.



FOR COMPANIES
What is your mission?

What problems do you solve for visitors?

How can generative AI help you do this better or faster?

AI is a tool – not a solution!



FOR YOU!

Keep ChatGPT 
open on your 

desktop and test 
something new 

every day.

ChatGPT is better 
at “tasks” than 

“jobs.”

Share your use 
cases.



Thank    
you!

jr@ja ne t t e rous h.com
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